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Abstract
With the rapid development of modern computer technology and network communication technology,
information security has attracted more and more attention. As two important branches of information
security, steganography and steganalysis have experienced more than ten years of development.
Steganography and steganalysis play an important role in areas of business, intelligence, national
security and so on. This thesis, mainly focuses on improve steganography and steganalysis as a pixel
block based adaptive steganography algorithm and multi-resolution decomposition for image
steganalysis. First, Classical LSB (least significant bit) matching steganography embeds message in a
single pixel, not considering the texture distribution of natural image. The texture regions of natural
images take on complex structural features. Compared with flat regions, image textures exhibit more
randomness in structure. As a result, embedding secret messages in high textures would be more secure
2.1 Introduction
Information steganography has been widely studied because of its high theoretical and applied
value. In this chapter, studies the basic concepts, basic theories and basic methods of steganography
and steganography, and combines feature redistribution, carrier texture complexity analysis, residual
contrast analysis and multi-resolution decomposition to design a variety of effective methods. It is a
technology that arises with the emergence of steganography technology. This chapter reviews several
classic information steganography and steganography analysis algorithms in detail, and understands
the theoretical principles of steganography and steganography analysis algorithms, paving the way for
later chapters.
2.2 Basic concepts of steganography and steganography
Steganography is an important means to achieve covert communication. It mainly transmits
secret information by modifying multimedia data such as images, audio and video. Steganography
analysis technology is the opposite of steganography. This technology mainly discovers hidden
communication behavior through statistical means. In recent years, the two technologies have made
great strides in the opposition. The basic framework and basic concepts of Steganography and
steganalysis techniques are briefly introduced below.
2.2.1 Steganography system model
From the purpose of security steganography, the most important feature of the steganography
system is undetectability. In order to clear Chu's elaboration of undetectability, we use the scholar
Simmons to explain the "Prisoner Problem" in the literature [5]. In the "Prisoner Question", there are
two prisoners, Alice and Bob, who are held in two different cells and one guard, Eve. In order to escape
from the cell, Alice and Bob decided to plan the jailbreak plan together, and decided to hide the
jailbreak plan in the normal communication process on weekdays. Since the communication process
between the two people is regulated by Eve, communication between Alice and Bob is not required to
be discovered by Eve.
Assuming that Alice and Bob have a pre-agreed secret key k, if Escape is considered safe,
Elice and Bob's communication behavior cannot be discovered by Eve even if Eve knows all the
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Steganography algorithms that may exist. If Eve finds that Alice and Bob have hidden communication
behavior, then the steganography system is considered to be cracked. Therefore, the steganography
system described by the "Prisoner Question" can be shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Steganography system model
According to Figure 2.1, the Steganography system usually consists of two basic modules, the
first module is the embedded algorithm of secret information, and the second module is the secret
information extraction algorithm. The embedded algorithm has three elements.
They are secret information to be transmitted, an embedded key, and a carrier object that carries
secret information. When the secret information is embedded, the information embedder encrypts the
secret information using the embedded key, and then embeds the encrypted information into the carrier
object by using an embedding algorithm, and the output of the embedding algorithm is called a payload
object. The extraction algorithm has two inputs and one output, the input is the secret object and the
extraction key, and the output is the extracted secret information. In general, the embedded secret key
and the extraction key are shared by the secret information embedding party and the information
extractor. The simplified model of the Steganography system is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Simplified model of the Steganography system
The goal of steganography is to design a suitable embedding and extraction algorithm for a
given carrier object, so that embedding traces are not discovered by third parties under the premise of
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embedding a certain amount of secret information, and the undetectability of the communication
process is realized. According to the embedded method of secret information, steganography can be
divided into three categories.
(1) Steganography based on carrier selection
Based on the steganography of carrier selection, the principle is to select a special image from
a given image library to represent secret information of a certain meaning. For example, a tiger image
represents the signal of "danger." Therefore, the Steganography embedding algorithm is an image
selection strategy. Another type of steganography based on carrier selection is to use a hash function
to extract the message digest from the image. By comparing the message digest with the message to
be delivered, the same image is selected as the delivery carrier. Because the odds of the two are the
same, the information embedder needs to be verified by a large number of experiments. Therefore, this
method does not make any modifications to the image, and the disadvantage is that the load is low.
(2) Steganography based on carrier synthesis
Steganography based on carrier synthesis requires the steganographer to create a carrier so that
the carrier carries secret information. For example, the message to be delivered is transformed by
means of encoding, and the transformed result is transmitted through a public mailbox. Since the
encoded secret message is similar to spam, it often does not attract the attention of others, so that the
secret information can be delivered. Another type of technology based on carrier synthesis is data
masking. Since the Steganography analysis will characterize the image, as long as the Steganography
image features are consistent with the natural image, the covert communication can be completed by
detection.
(3) Steganography based on carrier modification
The steganography based on carrier modification is the most concerned direction of researchers.
The technology mainly embeds secret information by modifying the pixel values of images. Definition
C is a set of carrier objects, K is a set of Steganography keys, and M is a collection of transport
messages. The steganographer uses the embedding algorithm Emb and the extraction algorithm Ext to
complete the embedding and extraction of information.
𝐸𝑚𝑏: 𝐶 × 𝐾 × 𝑀 → 𝐶 ′
(2.1)
𝐸𝑥𝑡: 𝐶 ′ × 𝐾 → 𝑀
(2.1)
Specifically, for any carrier object x∈ C, any message m∈M(x) is embedded in the carrier using
an arbitrary key k∈ K(x). Figure 2.3 is a Steganography system model based on the modification of the
carrier.

Figure 2.3 Steganography system model based on carrier modification
For a Steganography system, if the carrier object is a grayscale image and one pixel carries 1
bit of secret information, the embedded capacity is usually determined by the image size. If the image
is a JPEG compressed image, the embedding capacity is usually determined by a non-zero DCT
(Discrete Cosine Transform) coefficient. Define the number of bits as the embedded capacity of the
carrier object
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𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (M(x))
(2.3)
Then, the secret information carried by each carrier element, that is, the relative embedding
amount is
𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (M(x))
𝑛

2.2.2 Steganography Analysis System Model
Steganography analysis refers to a research method capable of detecting the existence of covert
communication and finally extracting secret information. It exists in relation to the Steganography
system, and its main function is to detect and discover Steganography behavior. For a steganalysis
system, the input is a suspicious carrier image and the output is a different decision made by the analysis
system as needed. Figure 2.4 shows the steganalysis system model.

Figure 2.4 Steganlysis System Model.
To illustrate the role of the Steganography System, we still use the Prisoner Question to explain
and explain it. As can be seen from the foregoing, when the behavior of covert communication is
discovered by Eve, then the steganography system can be considered to be cracked. Even if you don't
know the specific content of the secret information, it is very important to discover the meaning of
covert communication behavior. For communication between Alice and Bob, Eve can visually judge
whether the multimedia data carries secret information, or can make a judgment from the statistical
distribution of the multimedia data. Once Eve discovers the communication between Alice and Bob,
she will do three appropriate operations according to her needs: (1) If Eve has greater rights and does
not want two people to continue communicating, then she will actively cut off the communication
channel of both. (2) If Eve only hopes that the communication process does not happen properly, then
she can take the initiative to intervene in the entire communication process. If compression and cutting
are used, the pictures or videos transmitted by both parties are slightly modified to prevent the
transmission of secret information. (3) If the guard Eve is more embarrassing and holds all the
Steganography algorithms, then she will choose to treat the prisoners in the communication without
interruption or interference, and extract the embedded secret information through a large amount of
communication between the two.
Try to grasp the jailbreak plan negotiated by both parties. Of course, extracting secret
information is the ultimate goal of Steganography analysis. If Eve obtains secret information and
obtains a Steganography key, then she can simulate the behavior of the prisoner and obtain more secret
information through fraud. Therefore, it is found that the covert communication behavior between
Alice and Bob is the basis of the entire steganalysis. From the perspective of the current development
of academia, the focus of research is on the determination of Steganography behavior, but there is still
nothing to do with the ultimate goal of extracting secret information. Current Steganography analysis
can be divided into three categories: subjective detection, identification feature detection, and statistical
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detection. The statistical detection method can be further divided into special steganalysis and general
steganalysis. The following is a brief introduction to different steganalysis techniques.
(1) Subjective detection method
The steganography algorithm will cause the change of the carrier object. The subjective
detection method is to use the perception of the embedded distortion by the sense of hearing or vision
to judge the suspicious multimedia data. However, since the stigmatization distortion is very small, it
is generally not found. On the other hand, it is difficult to make a correct judgment without the original
carrier as a reference, so the application method based on subjective evaluation is effective.
(2) Identification feature detection method
The identification feature detection method is based on the flag bit information of the
steganography algorithm. Since the partial steganography software generates corresponding flag
information in the carrier object during the steganography process, the flag information will leave a
"mark" for the Steganography analysis party, and by detecting the flag information, the corresponding
flag can be detected. Steganography software. Since the "marks" of the Steganography algorithm need
to be known in advance, the detection method is only suitable for known steganography algorithms,
and the application range is limited.
(3) Statistical detection method
Statistical detection is a method based on image modeling. The image object is modeled by
image modeling method, and the image to be detected is judged by comparing the distribution of the
carrier and the sample distribution of the actual detection, thereby obtaining a high detection accuracy.
There are two main methods for statistical detection based on distribution. The first method is based
on a hypothesis test method of probability theory. The second method is a pattern recognition method
based on statistical learning. The similarity between the two is that they must obtain the judgment of
the unknown carrier object through the means of learning. The difference is that the learning methods
of the two are different.
Statistical detection methods can be divided into two methods: special Steganography analysis
and general Steganography analysis. The special steganalysis detection method is mainly for the
analysis and testing of known steganography algorithms. Because of the prior knowledge of
steganography algorithms, the detection accuracy is high, but the application range is narrow.
Generalized steganalysis is a commonly used analytical method. Its main feature is to judge the
detected data without knowing the Steganography algorithm. Because it does not know the specific
steganography algorithm, it has a wider application range and a stronger generalization ability, which
is more suitable for practical applications.
In order to ensure the versatility of the Steganography analysis algorithm, general
Steganography analysis often needs to learn a suitable statistical model from a large number of samples,
and use the learned model to determine the unknown data. However, due to the diversity of data, the
statistical model obtained for unknown data may lose the "judgment", that is, the model mismatch
problem. Therefore, in order to improve the detection accuracy of unknown data, it is necessary to find
a suitable mathematical model or mathematical means to solve the model mismatch problem.
2.2.3 Steganography System Security Definition
From the Steganography system model analysis, the similarity between the carrier object and
the confidential object before and after steganography determines the security of the steganography
system. This similarity is reflected in the consistency of vision, hearing, and statistics. Now we give a
Steganography system security definition in a mathematical sense. As can be seen from Fig. 2.3, it is
assumed that the carrier x satisfies the distribution Pc, and after the Steganography key and the
embedding algorithm Emb operate, a confidential image y satisfying the distribution Ps is generated. If
the distribution Pc and the distribution Ps are very similar, it is not easy for the Steganography party to
judge whether the carrier carries the secret information by the difference between the two distributions.
That is, given two hypothesis tests H0 and H1, H0 indicates that x is the original carrier object and does
not contain secret information. H1 means that x is a confidential object and contains secret information.
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To measure the difference between two probability distributions, you can measure using KullbackLeibler divergence (KL divergence). As shown in Eq.(2.5):
𝑃

𝐷𝐾𝐿 (𝑃𝑐 ∥ 𝑃𝑠 ) = ∑𝑋∈𝐶 𝑃𝑐 (𝑋)𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑃𝑐
𝑠

(2.5)

The KL divergence is a good measure of the difference between the two distributions. If
𝐷𝐾𝐿 (𝑃𝑐 ∥ 𝑃𝑠 ) = 0, then we think the Steganography system is absolutely safe. If 𝐷𝐾𝐿 (𝑃𝑐 ∥ 𝑃𝑠 ) ≤ 𝜀, the
Steganography system is considered ε safe. Therefore, the smaller ε, the more similar Pc and Ps are,
and the safer the Steganography system is.
In order to better measure consistency, digital images are used as an example to illustrate security
requirements. Digital images contain millions of pixels. When the secret information is embedded, the
pixels of the original carrier object must be modified. This modification is defined as distortion in image
processing. The more pixels that are modified, the greater the distortion. The greater the modification,
the greater the distortion. In order to achieve secure communication, the Steganography system must
have the following characteristics:
(1) When embedding a certain amount of secret information, minimize the modification of the carrier
pixels.
(2) When modifying a certain amount of carrier pixels, try to increase the amount of embedded
information.
Therefore, in order to achieve secure covert communication, the Steganography system must
firmly grasp the above two characteristics to design the steganography algorithm. However, because
the content of the image is very complicated, it is difficult to obtain an accurate description of the image
distribution, so it is very difficult to accurately define the security from the mathematical level.
Therefore, the Steganographer measures the security requirements by simplifying the image model.
Because the model is simplified, the description of the image content is flawed and insufficient, which
also makes the design security steganography technology a difficult problem. From the development of
steganalysis techniques in recent years, content-based steganography has become the mainstream and
trend of the times.
In order to realize secure covert communication, we must be cautious when selecting the carrier
object. From the perspective of the carrier format, there are mainly three kinds of carriers: image, video
and sound. Since the carrier object digitization process generates a large amount of redundant space and
autocorrelation, these redundant spaces can be used to carry secret information. For example, the pixels
of an image can be represented by eight bits of binary, different binary bits have different weights, and
the content of the image is mainly determined by the upper five bits of the binary bits, and the lowest
bit is equivalent to random noise, so the lowest bit can be used. Carry secret information. The method
can realize the imperceptibility of human visual or auditory and achieve the goal of steganography. For
special carriers that are easy to cause human visual perception, it is necessary to design a special
algorithm that matches the carrier to achieve secure steganography.
2.3 Image Adaptive Steganography Technology
Image adaptive steganography is based on the image content of the carrier and the length of the
message to be embedded, adaptively selecting complex image regions or changing the position with
less distortion for embedding changes, which is stronger than the traditional steganography algorithm.
The following is an introduction to the principle of image adaptive steganography based on the
"Syndrome-Trellis Codes" [1] architecture, and then analyze the current design ideas of such adaptive
steganography algorithms, and finally point out some problems.
2.3.1 Image Adaptive Steganography Principle
(1) Minimum embedded distortion steganography
The volume image X=(x1,x2,...,xn), xi represents the i-th carrier element, the embedded message
sequence M=(m1, m2,...,mq), and the dense sequence is Y=(y1, y2,... , yn). In the message embedding
process, the value range of 𝑦𝑖 is denoted as 𝐼𝑖 , if ∀𝑖, there is |𝐼𝑖 | = 2, which is called binary embedding,
such as LSB replacement embedding, then 𝐼𝑖 = {𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥̅𝑖 },𝑥̅𝑖 express 𝑥𝑖 the value of the least significant
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bit after flipping; if ⌊𝐼𝑖 ⌋ = 3 , it is called ternary embedding, such as random ±1 embedding, then 𝐼𝑖 =
{𝑥𝑖 − 1, 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 + 1}.
Assuming that the distortion caused by modifying the carrier during message embedding is independent
of each other, the distortion of the carrier image after embedding the message can be expressed as:
𝐷(𝑋, 𝑌) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜌𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )

(2.6)

Where 0 ≤ 𝜌𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) ≤ ∞ indicates that the carrier pixel xi is embedded into the message and becomes
the embedding distortion caused by the yi to the carrier, and D(X, Y) is an embedded distortion function.
When the embedding distortion is additive distortion as shown in Eq.(2.6) and the embedding method
is binary embedding, the minimum embedding distortion is as shown in Eq.(2.7):
𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 𝜌𝑖
𝑃𝑖 =

𝑒 −𝜆𝑃𝑖
1+𝑒 −𝜆𝑃𝑖

(2.7)
(2.8)

Where pi represents the probability that the carrier pixel xi changes, and the parameter λ can be
obtained from the equation shown by the Eq.(2.9) according to the constraint on the message length q.
− ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑃𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑃𝑖 + (1 − 𝑃𝑖 )𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (1 − 𝑃𝑖 )) = 𝑚

(2.9)

The significance of the above conclusions is that the adaptive steganography algorithm based
on minimum embedded distortion can be divided into two independent parts: distortion definition and
coding design. The definition of distortion mainly focuses on how to make steganography embedding
as small as possible in the image. The region, while the coding design part, constructs an encoding
method that minimizes distortion and enables secret message embedding and extraction.
(2) STCs coding method
STCs coding is a steganography coding method based on companion coding. Its basic principle
can be simply described as follows: Let the carrier sequence and the carrier sequence be recorded as
𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ Error! Bookmark not defined.𝑛 , m be in length. The secret message sequence, the embedding
and extracting of the secret message can be realized by a binary linear code of length n and dimension
m, as shown in Eqs (2.10) and (2.11):
𝑦 = 𝐸𝑚𝑏(𝑥, 𝑚) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 min 𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦)

(2.11)

𝑚 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡(𝑦) = 𝐻𝑦

(2.12)

𝑦∈𝐶(𝑚)

Where 𝐻 ∈ Error! Bookmark not defined.𝑚×𝑛 is a linear code check matrix, C(m) for m
Companion, 𝐶(𝑚) = {𝑧 ∈ {0,1}𝑛 |𝐻𝑧 = 𝑚} , 𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜌𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 | is an embedded distortion
function. It can be seen from Eq(2.11) that the process of encoding is to find y that satisfies Eq.(2.12)
and can minimize the value of the distortion function D(x, y). In order to solve this problem, STC coding
represents a path in the trellis diagram by constructing a special form of the check matrix H, and then
uses the Viterbi algorithm to obtain the optimal value of y. Here, the check matrix H is sequentially
̂ℎ×𝑤 in a certain manner, where h is the height of the sub-check
arranged by the sub-check matrix 𝐻
matrix, which determines the speed and the optimal solution of the algorithm, and w is a sub-check.
The width of the matrix, which depends on the embedding ratio α=m/n. If α=1/k, k∈N, then take
w=1/α=k, otherwise if 1/(k+1)<α<1/ k, at this time, the check matrix contains two types of sub-check
matrices with widths k and k+1, respectively, whose dimension is [nα]×n.
For binary embedding steganography, the distortion value close to the theoretical minimum
embedding distortion bound can be obtained using the STC encoding method. For multivariate
embedding, although the number of states of each column in the STC coded trellis diagram can be
changed from 2h to qh to fulfill (|𝐼𝑖 | = 𝑞, 𝑞 ≥ 3), the time and space complexity of the encoding
algorithm will be greatly increased, affecting The application in practice. In order to solve this problem,
the literature [7] proposed a multi-layer STC coding method, its basic idea is to solve the multi2742
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embedded problem into a series of binary embedding problems. The basic flow of the image adaptive
steganography algorithm based on "embedded distortion + STCs" is shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Minimum distortion image adaptive steganography algorithm flow

2.3.2 Main image adaptive steganography algorithm
According to different carrier images, the existing image adaptive steganography algorithms
mainly include spatial domain image adaptive algorithm and JPEG image adaptive steganography
algorithm.
(1) Spatial image adaptive steganography
HUGO (Highly Undetectability GO) steganography algorithm [2] is the first spatial image
adaptive steganography algorithm based on "embedded distortion + STCs", which greatly improves the
anti-detection performance of spatial image steganography algorithm. In [3] pointed out that HUGO
steganography will embed changes in the smooth edge region of the image, which will reduce the antidetection performance of steganography, and then propose a WOW (Wavelet Obtained Weights)
steganography based on image wavelet decomposition coefficient, which is better than HUGO. Stealth
stronger anti-detection performance.
In [4] further optimizes the embedding distortion in [3], and proposes S-UNIWARD (Spatial
UNIversal WAvelet Relative Distortion) steganography. In [5] uses a high-pass filter to locate areas
where the carrier image is difficult to predict. Two low-pass filters are used to make the embedded
distortion more concentrated. HILL (High-pass, Low-pass, and Low-pass) steganography is proposed
algorithm. In [6], the carrier element embedding distortion is determined by minimizing the likelihood
ratio steganography detector detection performance, and the MiPOD (Minimizing the Power of Optimal
Detector) steganography algorithm is proposed. In addition, the literature [7-10] also proposes an
adaptive steganography algorithm for spatial image from different angles, and achieves better antidetection performance than non-adaptive steganography.
(2) JPEG image adaptive steganography
JPEG image adaptive steganography has a wider application in practice than spatial image
adaptive steganography. In [11], in order to improve the anti-detection performance of JPEG
steganography for CC-PEV features, MOD (Model Optimization Distortion) steganography is proposed,
but MOD steganography has over-optimization phenomenon, which is resistant to statistical features
outside the optimization model. Very weak; literature [12] proposed NPQ (Normalized Perturbed
Quantization) steganography based on DCT coefficient quantization rounding error, DCT coefficient
and quantization step size; literature [13] pointed out DCT coefficients with smaller values when
steganography embedding Too many changes will reduce the anti-detection performance of the
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steganography algorithm, and propose a UED (Uniform Embedding Distortion) steganography; the
literature [4] also proposes a JPEG image steganography algorithm J-UNIWARD that uses image
wavelet decomposition coefficients to define embedded distortion. JPEGUNIversal WAvelet Relative
Distortion) and so on.
2.4 Image adaptive steganography detection method
2.4.1 Spatial domain image adaptive steganography detection method
For the spatial image adaptive steganography algorithms such as HUGO, WOW and
UNIWARD, the steganography analysis researchers propose a specific steganography detection method
or a general blind detection method.
(1) Specific detection methods.
This type of method is mainly based on a certain a steganography detection method proposed
by a class or a class of adaptive steganography that introduces a unique change to the statistical
properties of an image when embedding a message. For example, the [14] pointed out that the original
value of the embedded distortion function parameter σ in the S-UNIWARD steganography algorithm
will cause the abnormality of the embedding modification probability of the carrier element, and then
propose a targeted detection method. Finally, the parameter σ is pointed out. Take 1 to avoid this defect
of S-UNIWARD steganography. In [15], the detection problem of WOW steganography is studied. It
is pointed out that the embedded embedding region can be selected by calculating the embedding
distortion of the pixel of the image, and then the steganography detection method based on the selection
of the embedding carrier element is proposed.
(2) General blind detection method.
This kind of method does not consider the specific adaptive steganography algorithm. It only
extracts the detection features and uses the classifier to perform steganography detection based on the
statistical characteristics inherent in the steganography. The general blind detection of existing spatial
domain adaptive steganography is mainly aimed at new adaptive steganography such as HUGO, WOW
and S-UNIWARD. The main ideas of detection methods are: first extract high-dimensional
steganography detection features, and then use integrated classifier for feature training. And as a
detector. HUGO steganography is the first spatial image adaptive steganography algorithm based on
"embedded distortion function + STCs" architecture proposed in 2010. In order to evaluate the antidetection performance of HUGO steganography, HUGO steganography detection was organized in
2010 internationally. In the competition, many steganography detection methods are proposed. For
example, the [16] proposes a SRM (Spatial Rich Model) steganography detection feature by enriching
the type of residual image. When the feature dimension is up to 34671, the ratio is 0.4bpp. The detection
rate of the embedded ratio HUGO steganography can reach 86.99%.
Along with HUGO steganography, spatial image steganography algorithms based on the same
architecture, such as WOW, S-UNIWARD and HILL, have also been extracted, but the development
of steganography detection methods is slow. As in [17], the adjacent differential samples in the residual
image are projected onto a random vector set, and a 12870-dimensional PSRM (Project Spatial Rich
Model) steganography detection feature is proposed, which uses this feature and the integrated classifier
to 0.4bpp embedding ratio. The detection accuracy rates of HUGO, WOW and S-UNIWARD
steganography are 88.28%, 82.33% and 81.97%, respectively, and the detection accuracy is only
slightly higher than the SRM feature.
2.4.2 JPEG image adaptive steganography detection method
For adaptive steganography of JPEG images, researchers have proposed some new detection
methods. These detection methods can also be divided into specific steganography detection methods
and general blind detection methods.
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(1) Specific detection methods.
This type of method is also a detection method based on the design flaws of some
steganography algorithms themselves. For example, in [18], an incomplete image model is optimized
for MOD steganography, and the inter-block co-occurrence matrix outside the model is proposed as a
steganography detection feature, which greatly improves the detection accuracy of MOD steganography,
which also indicates that it is adaptive. When designing a steganography algorithm, if the optimized
embedding distortion function is designed only for a specific detection method, the steganography
algorithm may be highly resistant to specific detection methods, and the resilience to detection methods
(features) other than the specific detection method may be Very weak. In addition, according to PQt and
PQe steganography, when the message embedding with JPEG image secondary compression is used, the
quadratic quantization step size of the modified DCT coefficient must be even, and the enhanced
histogram steganography detection feature is proposed. Improve the detection accuracy of PQt and PQe
steganography.
(2) General blind detection method.
This type of method usually detects changes in the inherent statistical properties of image pixels
or DCT coefficients based on embedded changes, proposed histograms, co-occurrence matrices, etc.,
and then uses the classifier to perform feature training and acts as a detector. According to the different
feature extraction sources, the detection features can be divided into two categories: one is based on the
quantized DCT coefficients of the JPEG image for steganography detection feature extraction, and the
other is based on the JPEG image decompressed spatial image pixels for feature extraction. For example,
in [23], the JPEG image Rich model is constructed to capture the changes caused by the statistic
characteristics of DCT coefficients. The CC-JRM (Cartesian-calibrated JPEG Rich Model)
steganography detection feature is proposed. In order to reduce the complexity of detection features,
DCTR (Discrete Cosine Transform Residual) steganography detection features are proposed [20].
Firstly, 64 DCT bases are convolved with decompressed spatial JPEG images, respectively, and then
the obtained 64 residual images are respectively separated. The sub-images are extracted and the
histogram features are extracted.
Finally, the obtained histogram features are combined according to the symmetry to form
DCTR steganography detection features, which improves the detection accuracy of adaptive
steganography for JPEG images while maintaining lower dimensionality. In [21], the characteristics of
image texture regions mainly occur in JPEG image adaptive steganography embedding change, and a
steganography detection feature based on 2D Gabor filtering is proposed, which can capture
steganography embedding to image texture features. The change further improves the accuracy of
steganography detection. In [22], according to the complexity of JPEG image 8#8 block content, the
image is quadtree-decomposed, and then feature extraction and detection are performed.
2.5 Review of Steganography and Steganography analysis techniques
In recent years, Steganography and steganalysis techniques have continued to evolve and
develop in opposing each other. From the perspective of steganography, it has become the adaptive
steganography based on image content from the goal of minimizing the amount of carrier object
modification and improving the embedding rate. Steganography analysis techniques have also evolved
from the early judgment of simple global statistical variables to a statistical learning framework based
on diversified features and classifier construction. This section will briefly summarize the research
progress of Steganography and steganalysis techniques.
2.5.1 Review of steganography methods
(1) Early steganography
Since the steganography technology requires the secret image to be visually imperceptible after
the completion of the secret information embedding, the initial steganography technology also uses
this as a starting point to design the algorithm, and the most representative steganography algorithm is
the least important bit (LSB) replaces the embedding algorithm. Assuming the vector is a digitized
spatial image (BMP) or JPEG image, the algorithm replaces the least significant bits of the pixel or
DCT coefficients with secret information, where the steganography method in the DCT domain is
named JSteg [23]. Since the secret information is a pseudo-random sequence, when the embedding is
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completed, the histogram of the replaced position bits is symmetric. Therefore, this symmetry can be
utilized by the steganographer.
The histogram statistical analysis can determine whether the suspicious carrier carries secret
information. This method is called a histogram attack. In addition, the literature [24-29] proposed
different detection methods for the LSB steganography algorithm. These methods can not only detect
the steganography algorithm, but also estimate the embedding amount by the hypothesis test method.
In order to compensate for the defects of the original LSB steganography algorithm, the LSB matching
steganography method performs secret information embedding by random addition and subtraction.
The algorithm can resist the histogram attack very well. In order to achieve better detection of the LSB
matching steganography method, scholar A.D.Ker proposed a steganalysis method for LSB matching
algorithm [30].
As can be seen from the previous section, the Steganography analysis method based on global
statistics can produce better detection effects on known steganography algorithms. In order to achieve
secure communication, a Steganography algorithm based on the statistical model of the carrier source
can be designed. The method is capable of maintaining a statistical model of the carrier image to better
resist steganalysis. In such steganography algorithms, the steganographer describes the vector image
as a random variable that is independent of the same distribution, ultimately maintaining the invariance
of the statistic under a given model. The Steganography method of keeping the histogram unchanged
is given in [31-34]. The typical method of statistical feature preservation is also the method of statistical
restoration. In [35] proposed the OutGuess steganography algorithm, which keeps a part of the image
unused and uses it to maintain the statistic (correction) of the modified region.
However, since the statistical recovery scheme is not very flexible relative to the complexity
of the model, the introduction of the correction method tends to make the Steganography analysis easier
[36]. Another model-based steganography algorithm fits the sample data into a parametric model, and
the embedding process ensures the stability of the model. However, if the fitted model does not match
the statistics of the sample data, the Steganography analysis can be analyzed using different statistics,
thereby causing the steganography algorithm to fail. Therefore, in order to design a more secure
steganography method, an attempt can be made to disguise the embedding process as a natural process,
that is, to disguise the image as a natural image.
(2) Steganography coding technology
When the secret information is embedded, the carrier object is inevitably modified to bring
about embedding distortion, and the distortion has different influence on the detection accuracy. In
general, embedding distortion is measured in two ways. If the relationship between the embedded
modified position element and the surrounding pixels is not considered, the embedded distortion can
be defined as the embedded modification amount, that is, the number of modified points. If the
relationship between the embedded modification and the domain pixel is considered, the embedding
distortion can be adaptively defined according to the image content. Since the first case is relatively
simple, we first consider the definition of the first type of distortion function. In combination with the
Steganography system security requirements, if the amount of embedded secret information is limited,
in order to minimize the embedded modification, minimizing the embedded distortion (embedded
modification) can be implemented by Steganography coding.
In [37] proposed matrix embedding theory, which can improve the embedding rate of
information, and scholar Bierbrauer further studied this theory [38]. At the same time, scholar Westfeld
applied Hamming code matrix embedding method to steganography of JPEG images, which improved
the embedding efficiency of secret information [39]. In addition, Zhang et al. designed a packet-based
Steganography coding method based on convolutional codes [40]. In order to improve the embedding
efficiency, the literature [41] proposed two practical steganography algorithms based on matrix
embedding. This scheme mainly uses simplex codes and random linear codes to complete matrix
embedding.
In addition, the literature [42] gives the embedding efficiency under specified distortion
conditions. In the information embedding process, the embedding of information can be realized by
adding and subtracting pixels. This method is called “±1 embedding”. The "±1 embedding" essence is
a ternary embedding method. Scholar Willems et al. implemented an embedding method based on
ternary Hamming code and Gray code matrix. The literature [43,44] effectively improves the
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embedding efficiency using the pixel pair-based method, and Professor Fridrich also proposed the "grid
coloring" embedding method [45]. In [46], in the embedding scheme in which two-pixel pairs are a set
of carriers, the minimum embedding distortion is obtained. In order to make better use of the carrier
object, optimize the embedded parameters, and minimize the embedding distortion, the literature [47]
can use multiple pixels as a set of embedded carriers to find the best embedding method in the highdimensional space composed of pixels. Minimize embedding distortion. Another important technique
in the steganography algorithm is the non-shared selection channel problem, wet paper coding [48]. In
[49] introduced wet paper coding into the matrix embedding method, and realized and proved the
optimal theoretical limit approximation performance through the double-layer embedding mechanism
[50]. At the same time, the literature [51] proposed an excellent method, which can generate a series
of excellent Steganography coding methods [52]. So far, the performance of the results is optimal in
terms of approximating the theoretical limit [53].
(3) Secure Steganography
When the definition of the Steganography security metric changes, that is, from the metric of
the modification amount to the metric of the security, a content steganography-based security
steganography is generated. According to the strict definition in information theory [54, 55], K-L
divergence is an effective method to measure the difference between two probability distributions. If a
certain probability distribution can be used to describe the carrier object, then embedding more secret
information while minimizing the amount of modification can be seen as an operation that keeps the
distribution constant. Assuming that the two probability distributions are the same before and after the
modification, then according to the definition of information theory, that is, the K-L values of the two
are zero, then the Steganography system is considered to be safe. Unfortunately, due to the complexity
of the carrier, it is almost impossible to correctly describe the probability distribution of the carrier
object. It is a previous security to measure security by Steganography modification, but the statistical
differences caused by the modification of different regions of the carrier are different. Therefore, the
steganography algorithm is based on the carrier image content for adaptive design. In [56] explores the
relationship between embedded distortion and steganography, and proposes a general Steganography
algorithm that minimizes the effects of embedding in [57]. At the beginning of the embedding, each
carrier element is given an embedding distortion, and then the overall distortion is minimized by the
low-density generation matrix. Another JPEG domain steganography algorithm that uses a distortion
function to measure Steganography changes is jitter quantization [58].
Due to the development of steganalysis technology, more excellent steganography algorithms
have been born. Filler studied the relationship between minimizing Steganography distortion and
statistical properties in [59]. Since distortion can be arbitrarily defined, spatial correlation can be taken
into account. In addition, the information embedding algorithm in the ideal state can be simulated by
Gibbs sampling without having to exploit the potential Steganography distortion. In order to find the
optimal embedding algorithm, the literature [60, 61] defines a new Steganography framework using
the STC (Syndrome-Trellis codes) encoding method. Under this framework, the Steganography
security problem translates into a distortion function design problem, which uses a distortion function
to measure Steganography changes, and then uses STC coding to minimize overall distortion.
In [62], an adaptive steganography scheme based on STC coding is designed by parameterizing
the DCT coefficient residuals. The HUGO (Highly UndetectablesteGO) steganography algorithm
belongs to the typical spatial domain algorithm under this framework [63]. In this algorithm, the
residual of the carrier is simulated by the Markov model, and then the distortion function is defined as
a model change before and after steganography. In order to make up for the shortcomings in the HUGO
algorithm, Holub proposed a distortion function design method based on the directional filter. The
distortion function is defined as the change of the residual in the Steganography front-back direction
[64], and finally the secret information is embedded in the texture region of the image. At the same
time, the author of the literature [65] also optimized and discussed the pixel predictor [66]. In addition,
Li et al. further studied the distribution and embedding rate of the distortion function reflecting the
Steganography change [67]. In summary, from the development of steganography technology, the
requirement of Steganography algorithm security is the development goal of steganography algorithm,
and the development of Steganography analysis technology is the driving force for Steganography
algorithm progress.
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2.5.2 Review of steganalysis methods
(1) Statistical steganalysis
Steganography analysis can be seen as a problem of detecting statistical signals. If the
Steganography analyst knows the Steganography method of embedding secret information, the
steganographer can design a specific Steganography analysis method based on the specific embedding
method, that is, special Steganography analysis. If the Steganography analyst does not know the
specific information embedding method, then this steganalysis technique is called universal
steganalysis. From the perspective of statistical learning, two kinds of steganalysis techniques are
understood. Both of them use the simple statistics or multivariate statistical values to reasonably
express the suspicious carriers, and make judgments through the changes of statistics before and after
steganography. The decision of the result is defined as a hypothesis test problem, and the suspicious
images are divided into two categories, a carrier object or a payload object. The whole process of
detection is shown in Figure 2.6. The steganalysis algorithm extracts features from the suspicious
image, and then judges whether the suspicious image is a dense image based on this feature.

Figure 2.6 Steganography Analysis Framework
(2) Dedicated steganalysis
Since the special steganalysis technology needs to know the specific steganography method,
the influence of the statistic on the carrier object can be obtained by relying on the steganography
algorithm, and then the decision is made by designing the sensitive statistic. For example, there are
many excellent detection algorithms for LSB replacement algorithms, such as chi-square detection
method, RS method, SPA method, DIH method, WS method, etc. [67-71], in which RS algorithm uses
the change of image smoothness before and after steganography. Detect the existence of secret
information. The SPA method is based on a finite state machine to implement detection of the LSB. In
2004, scholar Fridrich et al. proposed an LSB replacement Steganography information ratio estimation
method based on weighted hidden images (quantitative method). In [72] designed a special steganalysis
algorithm using the block effect of JPEG images in OutGuess algorithm. In [73] uses the maximum
likelihood estimation to estimate the amount of information embedded more accurately.
(3) General Steganography Analysis
Understanding the steganalysis algorithm from a feature perspective, the key statistic used by
the special steganalysis technique is also a feature. Since the premise of dedicated Steganography
analysis is the known steganography algorithm, it can only be targeted to a specific embedding method.
The general Steganography analysis is not the case. The feature set should contain valuable features as
much as possible, so that the feature has high detection accuracy and generalization ability for the
unknown steganography algorithm. The secret information can be regarded as some kind of noise, and
the secret information after steganography is easily concealed by the content of the carrier image. In
order to remove the image masking effect on noise and improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the usual
method is to process the original image using a variety of image processing methods, and then use the
reasonable features to express the processed image. Fridrich et al. introduced machine learning
mechanism into steganalysis, designed 23D features based on DCT domain [74], and used support
vector machine as a tool for feature learning and classification [75].
Because of the weak correlation of DCT coefficients, the literature [76] simulates the
horizontal, vertical and diagonal difference planes in the DCT plane into a Markov model, and finally
uses the co-occurrence matrix to express adjacent DCT coefficients, and obtains 324-dimensional
features. . Scholar Shi et al. extracted symbiotic matrices within and between blocks to obtain 486dimensional features [77]. Scholar Pengvý extended the 23-dimensional features in [74] and combined
the averaged Markov features to generate 274-dimensional features [78]. The calibration technique is
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an important technique in JPEG steganalysis. In [79], the reference image of the original carrier image
is obtained by using the calibration technique, and the estimated histogram of the carrier image is
obtained.
Literature [80] used calibration techniques to extend the features of 324-dimensional and 274dimensional, and generated 648-dimensional CC-SHI and 548-dimensional CC-PEV Steganography
features. Another classic Steganography analysis algorithm in the JPEG domain is also based on
calibration techniques. In [81] obtained an enhanced reference image through 63 calibrations and
generated a 216-dimensional Steganography feature based on the reference image. In [82], in the JPEG
domain, a co-occurrence matrix is used to generate a 7850-dimensional CFstar feature for multicoefficient pairs, while the literature [83] considers the absolute values of 64 DCT coefficients of a
DCT block as independent planes, at the level, The residual plane is obtained on the vertical and main
diagonal lines, and the 22510-dimensional CC-JRM feature is obtained by using the diversified
coefficient pairing method and the co-occurrence matrix in the generated residual plane. Scholar Holub
decompresses JPEG images into the spatial domain, extracts 8000-dimensional features using spatial
image and DCT basis functions, and achieves very good detection results [84]. The key of this method
is to analyze the Steganography changes of JPEG domain from the perspective of spatial domain. A
similar approach is the 12600-dimensional PHARM feature [85].
Considering that the spatial pixel correlation is strong, the literature [86] finds the residual
plane along the horizontal and vertical directions in the spatial domain, and then expresses the residual
signal through the Markov model, and generates the 686-dimensional classical SPAM feature. This
feature has better detection accuracy for multiple steganography algorithms. Based on the SPAM
feature, the literature [87] generated a high-dimensional feature-space-rich model with up to 34671
dimensions using linear and nonlinear multi-residence templates and second-order co-occurrence
matrices. In [88], the residual image is also generated by using a diversified filter, and then the residual
is projected to a certain direction, and the first-order statistic of the projection value is taken as a feature.
The algorithm has a high detection of the content adaptive steganography algorithm. Accuracy. In
addition to feature-based steganalysis, there is another method in the academic world that uses
hypothesis testing for steganalysis. The representative literature mainly includes [89-91].
2.6 Conclusion
In conclusion , Image adaptive steganography and steganography analysis are the mainstream
research directions in the field of information hiding. The research progress of image adaptive
steganography and steganography analysis techniques are reviewed and summarized in detail, and the
image adaptive steganography algorithm design is pointed out. And the problems existing in the
research of steganalysis techniques, and the prospects of image adaptive steganography and steganalysis.
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